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Statistical Modelling



There are three kinds of lies: 
lies, damned lies, and 

statistics.



There are two kinds of statistics: 
the kind you look up, 
and the kind you make up.



How can you 
tell who is 
telling the 

truth?



Studies have suggested 
that coffee may help 
reverse liver damage, 
help prevent colon 
cancer, decrease the risk 
of endometrial cancer, 
and increase the risk of 
miscarriage.

But does it 
really?



Well, that’s a 
problem. 

What’s right?



Problem

Plan

DataAnalysis

Conclusions



Causal 
Studies:

X causes Y.

Descriptive 
Studies:

frequencies.



Thesis – the 
question we are 

trying to 
investigate



Variables: 
things we are 
measuring or 
looking for.



In 1990, in Brampton, researchers wanted to find the 

effects of stress on sleep. They generated 150 random 

phone numbers, dialed them and asked people to come 

to a lab. The 50 subjects who came were offered $10 for 

every minute they fell asleep faster than the night 

before: not a single person made money.

Thesis?
Causal/

Descriptive?
Variables?

Can payment 
cause people to 
fall asleep more 
easily?

Causal. 
Payment causes 
falling asleep.

Time fell asleep 
first night.
Time fell asleep on 
second night.



Diverse Sample 
– variety in 

subjects to get a 
representative 

sample

Random Sampling 
– using a non-

human method of 
choosing your 

subjects.



Random 
Assignment –

Control, 
Placebo



Replication
How many times was the 
experiment run?



The Canadian Consumer Protection Agency wants to check the labelling of the 
weight of a new toothpaste named ToothyBest (2004). They made a list of the 
stores in the GTA that sold it and then used a computer to randomly choose 25 of 
them. The CCPA bought toothpaste from each store and weighed it. The average 
weight was 304g while the box stated that the toothpaste weighed 325g.
1. Causal/Descriptive? – Descriptive 
2. Thesis – how accurate are the weights on the ToothyBest brand of toothpaste?
3. Problem Unit – a tube of new brand of toothpaste
4. Plan Unit - a tube of new brand of toothpaste in 2004 in GTA
5. Replication – 25 tubes.
6. Sampling Technique – simple random sampling
7. Diversity Limitations – only GTA
8. Random Assignment - none
9. Variable – weight of toothpaste in one tube
10.Calculation – average weight of toothpaste in one tube



Run 
experiment.



Gather 
data.



Remember 
the law of 

large 
numbers!



Researchers wanted to find out the effects of chewing gum on exam 
writing. They randomly choose 100 students in a school in New York in 
2000. When students arrived at their exam, they flipped a coin to 
determine if they would chew gum or not. The students who chewed 
gum scored 3 percent higher on their exams then the others. 
1. Causal/Descriptive? – Causal 
2. Thesis – Does chewing gum improve your performance on exams?
3. Problem Unit – a student
4. Plan Unit – a student in New York in 2000
5. Replication – 100 students.
6. Sampling Technique – unclear; says “random” but not how
7. Diversity Limitations – only New York, only highschool?, only one exam
8. Random Assignment – flipped coin to chew gum or not
9. Variable – score on exam, chewed gum or not
10.Calculation – average score of exam for chewed gum and did not.



Causal: 
Scatterplots, 

r, r2, LOBF



Descriptive: 
Mean, 
mode, 

histograms



Qualitative 
results are also 

gathered.



Conclusion Phase:
Write up the report, 

draw conclusions, 
make suggestions for 

further study.


